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Abstract

This research project provides a foundation for a travelling museum exhibit about life on the 

Roman frontier, for display in Northwestern Ontario. An effective exhibit depends on an understanding 

of the many roles museums play in modern society, and the unique challenges they face. This paper 

examines how today's museums function as centres of tourism, entertainment, and education. It 

discusses how desired learning outcomes and market data can affect exhibit design, while emphasizing 

the importance of cooperation with universities for research. A brief examination of how museums 

approach contemporary issues is followed by a broader discussion on effective exhibit design; topics 

include accessibility, labels, visitor movement patterns, audio tours, interactive elements, and the use of

reproductions. The benefits of cooperating with other museums when creating travelling exhibits are 

examined, and examples of travelling ancient world exhibits in Canadian museums, both large and 

small, are used to support the creation of a Roman frontier exhibit for Northwestern Ontario. 
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A travelling exhibit about life on the Roman frontier would be beneficial to museums in 

Northwestern Ontario, strengthening their position as centres of education, entertainment, and cultural 

tourism. By cooperating with neighbouring universities, community partners, and larger heritage 

institutions, a network of regional history museums could produce an effective exhibit that challenges 

visitors to develop their own perspectives of the ancient world, and its lasting impact on the present. In 

creating a consistent theme that is relevant to all participating museums, consultation with community 

groups, teachers, and students is crucial to ensuring that the exhibit is both inclusive and accessible to 

as many visitors as possible. 

In order to effectively propose and defend the creation of an exhibit about the Roman frontier 

for display in Northwestern Ontario, it is necessary to understand what museums are, what challenges 

they face, and what roles they play in a modern society. The following essay will serve as a foundation 

for future work on the creation of an exhibit about the Roman frontier for display in Northwestern 

Ontario. It is hoped that the underlying arguments can be applied more broadly for classically-themed 

exhibits throughout Canada.

Museum History

Modern museums can trace their roots to Revolutionary France, when royal collections of art 

and artefacts became public property.1 Scholars attempted to model these new institutions after the 

ancient Museum of Alexandria, in Egypt; for these individuals, the museum was a collection of 

knowledge, and a place for research and education.2  Later museums emerged from a period of 

European imperialism, having acquired vast collections from around the world.3,4 Large quantities of 

art and artefacts were privately owned and admired, or were the subject of academic research in 

1 Paula Young Lee, "The Musaeum of Alexandria and the Formation of the Muséum in Eighteenth Century France," The 
Art Bulletin 79, no. 3 (1997): 385.

2 ibid, 386
3 Julia Harrison, “Museums and Touristic Expectations,” Annals of Tourism Research 24, no. 1 (1997): 23
4 Lorraine Daston and Katharine Park, Wonders and the order of nature, 1150-1750 (New York: Zone Books, 1998), 354.
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universities.5 It was not until the nineteenth century that significant collections were made accessible in

public and national museums.6 These institutions brought nations prestige, and solidified a sense of 

shared identity.7 

Strong public interest in museums encouraged the creation of new and diverse heritage 

institutions.8  Today, a broad range of institutions and organizations describe themselves as museums, 

and it is increasingly difficult to find a satisfying definition of the term, with traditional museums 

competing against popularized cultural attractions.9 Museums, however, have the added responsibility 

of providing an authentic and educational experience, and are less concerned with profit targets. 10

By the twentieth century, the role of museums had shifted from displaying souvenirs to the 

conservation of collection materials, and the interpretation of culture based on artefacts.11 Traditionally, 

museums were seen as authoritative teachers, interpreting the past from their communities' 

perspectives, and often avoided directly engaging contemporary issues or controversies.12 By 

developing temporary exhibits, established museums were able to retain and reinvigorate interest in 

their collections.13 

Today, most museums are responsible for the collection, preservation, and research of artefacts; 

and the interpretation and presentation of culture.14 They are seen as inclusive places of education, 

5 Ken Simpson, “Customer Satisfaction and Behavioural Intentions in a Rural Community Museum Environment,” 
Journal of Quality Assurance in Hospitality & Tourism 1, no. 3 (2000): 4. 

6 Simpson, "Customer Satisfaction," Journal of Quality Assurance in Hospitality & Tourism: 4.
7 Élise Dubuc,“Museum and university mutations: the relationship between university practices and museum studies in 

the era of interdisciplinarity, professionalisation, globalisation and new technologies.” Museum Management and 
Curatorship 26, no. 5 (2011): 505.

8 Simpson, "Customer Satisfaction," Journal of Quality Assurance in Hospitality & Tourism: 5.
9 Steven Tufts and Simon Milne, “Museums – A Supply-side Perspective.” Annals of Tourism Research 26, no. 3 (1999): 

622.
10 Lee Jolliffe and Ronnie Smith, “Heritage, Tourism and Museums: the case of the North Atlantic islands of Skye, 

Scotland and Prince Edward Island, Canada.” International Journal of Heritage Studies 7, no. 2 (2001): 168.
11 Tufts and Milne, “Museums – A Supply-side Perspective.” Annals of Tourism Research: 614.
12 Arminta Neal and H.J. Swinney, Exhibits of the Small Museum (Nashville: American Association for State and Local 

History, 1976), 7.
13 Temporary and Travelling Exhibitions (Paris: UNESCO, 1963), 9.
14 Dubuc,“Museum and university mutations,” Museum Management and Curatorship: 502. 
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where living cultural identities can develop.15 To most visitors, museums are places of learning, cultural

engagement, social interaction, and even entertainment.16

Museums and Tourism

While some major museums - the British Museum, for example - became tourist destinations in 

their own right, most heritage institutions continue to exist as competing parts of an attraction 

network.17 This network of heritage attractions, of which museums are a part, include historic sites, 

monuments, and houses.18 Museums play an important role in the development of heritage tourism, 

bringing new visitors to an area.19 While it is important to draw local interest in heritage attractions, it is

helpful to think of an effective exhibit or activity as a cultural export: tourists put new money into a 

local economy.20 Increased tourism activity in a region or community benefits museums by expanding 

the pool of potential visitors.21

While valued for the heritage and cultural opportunities they provide, museums are increasingly

being seen by municipalities as economic contributors.22 In some regions, museums have even been 

created specifically to help stimulate a local economy, in hope of drawing visitors to their host 

communities.23

In response to changing economic circumstances, businesses and operations in the tourism 

industry have begun looking to heritage sites and museums for ways to enhance their product.24 Similar

financial pressures have forced many museums to re-evaluate their practices, and adapt in order to 

15 ibid, 503. 
16 John H. Falk, Theano Moussouri, and Douglas Coulson, “The Effect of Visitors’ Agendas on Museum Learning,” 

Curator 41, no. 2 (June 1998): 107. 
17 Harrison, “Museums and Touristic Expectations,” Annals of Tourism Research: 25. 
18 Jolliffe and Smith, “Heritage, Tourism and Museums,” International Journal of Heritage Studies: 153.
19 ibid, 150.
20 Ted Silberberg, “Cultural tourism and business opportunities for museums and heritage sites,” Tourism Management 16,

no. 5 (1995): 362.
21 Jolliffe and Smith, “Heritage, Tourism and Museums,” International Journal of Heritage Studies: 153.
22 Tufts and Milne, “Museums – A Supply-side Perspective.” Annals of Tourism Research: 614.
23 Monica Iorio and Geoffrey Wall, “Local museums as catalysts for development: Mamoiada, Sardinia, Italy,” Journal of 

Heritage Tourism 6, no. 1 (2011): 3.
24 Silberberg, “Cultural tourism,” Tourism Management: 361.
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lower expenses and drive up attendance.25 Heritage tourism is an increasingly important part of the 

economy in regions where traditional activities are in decline.26 Heritage tourism in areas that have 

experienced a decline in economic activities - fishing, farming, and forestry, for example - can use the 

narrative of that decline to enhance their heritage product.27

As tourist attractions in their own right, museums must be aware of larger trends in the tourism 

industry.28 Leisure tourism attractions and museums share the common goal of presenting an attractive 

image of their community, with the aim of drawing new visitors.29 As tourism becomes increasingly 

focused on heritage and cultural opportunities, both museums and leisure attractions have adopted 

strategies that blend education and entertainment to strengthen their product; this approach is known in 

the heritage tourism industry as "edutainment."30 

Authentic, high-quality heritage attractions can encourage tourists to spend more money in a 

community.31 While treating a community's heritage as an economic resource may draw criticism, it is 

seen as an important strategy in Canada and elsewhere.32 Presenting heritage and culture in an 

entertaining, fun way can be an effective means of engaging visitors, but there is a danger that certain 

aspects of the past can become romanticized.33 Heritage can be irresponsibly exploited, and a carelessly

designed attraction risks alienating portions of the community while presenting a damaging local 

identity as true.34

25 ibid, 361.
26 Jolliffe and Smith, “Heritage, Tourism and Museums,” International Journal of Heritage Studies: 150.
27 ibid, 154.
28 Emily Hertzman, David Anderson, and Susan Rowley, “Edutainment heritage tourist attractions: a portrait of visitors’ 

experiences at Storyeum,” Museum Management and Curatorship 23, no. 2 (2008): 157.
29 Jolliffe and Smith, “Heritage, Tourism and Museums,” International Journal of Heritage Studies: 167. 
30 Hertzman, Anderson, and Rowley, “Edutainment heritage tourist attractions,"Museum Management and Curatorship: 

156. 
31 Silberberg, “Cultural tourism,” Tourism Management: 362.
32 Jolliffe and Smith, “Heritage, Tourism and Museums,” International Journal of Heritage Studies: 151.
33 Hertzman, Anderson, and Rowley, “Edutainment heritage tourist attractions,"Museum Management and Curatorship: 

158. 
34 ibid, 158.
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Heritage, or cultural, tourism refers to tourism activities pursued by individuals who are 

primarily interested in the history, art, and lifestyle of the community they are visiting.35 Heritage 

tourism makes use of a region's heritage assets to bolster its overall tourism product.36 Most heritage 

tourists are socially aware individuals, looking for authentic representations of local culture; they can 

be very critical of attractions that fail to meet their standard.37 These visitors often expect a museum to 

accurately depict authentic local culture, and the search for such authenticity defines the activities they 

pursue while in the community.38 For some tourists, local museums are essential for defining or 

reinforcing an image of the community and its people.39 

Museums that focus entirely on appealing to tourists, however, risk alienating their local 

population by ignoring regionally relevant issues.40 Adapting to attract more tourists has meant that 

many museums are focusing more on entertainment than on education, and core responsibilities such as

conservation and collection-building are at risk of being neglected.41 While focusing more on tourists 

might detract from other museum goals, the core function of presenting its collection for public 

consumption is even more important.42 Even in regions where heritage and cultural attractions lag 

behind leisure activities, presenting an authentic local image is crucial to distinguishing a community 

from its touristic competitors.43 In order to present an authentic image of local culture, museums must 

be willing to challenge tourists' preconceptions of the community.44

35 Silberberg, “Cultural tourism,” Tourism Management: 362.
36 Jolliffe and Smith, “Heritage, Tourism and Museums,” International Journal of Heritage Studies: 149. 
37 Hertzman, Anderson, and Rowley, “Edutainment heritage tourist attractions,"Museum Management and Curatorship: 

169.
38 Harrison, “Museums and Touristic Expectations,” Annals of Tourism Research: 25.
39 ibid, 25.
40 Dubuc,“Museum and university mutations,” Museum Management and Curatorship: 504. 
41 Harrison, “Museums and Touristic Expectations,” Annals of Tourism Research: 24.
42 Jolliffe and Smith, “Heritage, Tourism and Museums,” International Journal of Heritage Studies: 153.
43 Harrison, “Museums and Touristic Expectations,” Annals of Tourism Research: 27.
44 ibid, 37.
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Leisure tourism operations and museums share the common goal of attracting visitors, and both 

present, or contribute to, an image of their host community.45 Travellers' experiences define a region's 

tourism product, and museums help define a region's heritage product.46 Where heritage once referred 

to the traditional values and ideas of a community, there is now more focus on material culture.47 

Museums enrich visitors' heritage experiences by allowing them to interact with collections of 

authentic material culture; this is what makes museums distinct from other heritage attractions.48  

Cooperation between heritage sites (such as museums) and leisure tourism operations can benefit both 

parties, so long as each understands their particular strengths and objectives.49 

Museums and Entertainment

As a result of thinly spread funding, both public and private, museums became increasingly 

focused on attracting visitors, with exhibits designed to place more emphasis on entertainment than on 

education.50  Traditional museums were hurt by their refusal to see themselves as part of the leisure 

sector, to the benefit of emerging heritage centres.51 

The deliberate blending of education and entertainment is known as "edutainment."52 

Edutainment is visible in multiple sectors, including tourism, entertainment, and education.53 

Edutainment exemplifies a race to the middle, where heritage and cultural attractions attempt to 

become more entertaining, while leisure and tourist attractions attempt to become more heritage- and 

culture-oriented.54

45 ibid,23. 
46 Jolliffe and Smith, “Heritage, Tourism and Museums,” International Journal of Heritage Studies: 151. 
47 ibid,151.
48 ibid,152.
49 Silberberg, “Cultural tourism,” Tourism Management: 365.
50 Tufts and Milne, “Museums – A Supply-side Perspective.” Annals of Tourism Research: 621.
51 David D.M. Mason and Conal McCarthy,“’The Feeling of exclusion’  Young peoples’ perceptions of art galleries,” 

Museum Management and Curatorship 21 (2006): 21. 
52  Hertzman, Anderson, and Rowley, “Edutainment heritage tourist attractions,"Museum Management and Curatorship: 

155.
53 ibid, 155.
54 ibid, 156.
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A museum that ventures too far into the realm of popular entertainment is in danger of 

alienating its core demographic: visitors who value authentic cultural and heritage experiences, and 

who expect educational opportunities.55 Entertainment is important, but a community's best asset is its 

distinctive culture.56 

Individuals who visit museums for entertainment purposes are not precluded from learning, and 

exhibits can effectively be both educational and entertaining.57 Individuals may visit museums for 

entertainment, but their definition of entertainment is different from other demographics; most museum

visitors expect an educational or cultural experience, not spectacle.58 

Museums and Education

Education has always been a core responsibility of museums.59 Today, museums are playing a 

larger role in education, by allowing students to engage with exhibits and learn through experiences.60  

Museum visits are seen as an effective means of incorporating active, experiential learning into more 

traditional coursework, across multiple disciplines.61 Museums can also make parts of their collections 

available to schools as teaching aids, which also helps raise the public profile of the museum.62 

An impediment to effective learning in museums is difficulty adapting exhibit material to school

curricula.63 In order to be seen as effective educational attractions, museums must be able to justify the 

worth and relevancy of their exhibits.64 When the narratives presented by museum exhibits fit with 

school curricula, they can be effectively leveraged to provide students with a more comprehensive 

55 Tufts and Milne, “Museums – A Supply-side Perspective.” Annals of Tourism Research: 626.
56 Harrison, “Museums and Touristic Expectations,” Annals of Tourism Research: 37.
57 Falk, Moussouri, and Coulson, “Visitors’ Agendas,” Curator: 115. 
58 ibid, 117.
59 Mason and McCarthy,“’The Feeling of exclusion’,” Museum Management and Curatorship: 21.
60 Satarupa Das, “Using Museum Exhibits: An Innovation in Experiential Learning,” College Teaching 63 (2015): 72.
61 Das, “Using Museum Exhibits,” College Teaching: 74. 
62 Graeme Were, “Re-engaging the university museum: knowledge, collections, and communities at University College 

London,” Museum Management and Curatorship 25, no. 3 (2010): 299.
63 Janette Griffin, “Research on Students and Museums: Looking More Closely at the Students in School Groups,” 

Science Education 88, suppl. 1 (2004): S65. 
64 Das, “Using Museum Exhibits,” College Teaching: 73.
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learning experience.65 To maximize relevance, supplementary information can be printed for students 

using high school curricula as a framework.66 

Among other benefits, museum visits have been shown to increase students' visual literacy and 

understanding of cultural concepts.67 In museums, students appreciate being able to take more direct 

control of their learning by focusing on objects, activities, and exhibits that are interesting to them.68  

As they walk through museums, 80% of student discussions are learning-oriented, and mostly occur 

while moving between exhibit displays.69 

While appreciative of informal education opportunities, both students and teachers feel that 

worksheets are necessary for a field trip to be effective.70 Worksheets, however, tend to disrupt 

discussion between students and among groups, and decrease the amount of time spent engaging with 

exhibits; this may negatively affect learning in museums.71 In order to be effective learning 

experiences, class visits to museums must be structured, related to course material, have clear goals.72

Museums and Learning Outcomes

While educating the public has always been a role that museums have played, the depth of that 

education has changed in recent history.73 Most museums see education as a core function, yet many 

visitors do not take full advantage of the learning opportunities presented, as exhibits are passed by and

labels left only partially read.74 There is concern that museums over-simplify presented information in 

65 ibid, 73.
66 Sally Rousham, "Interpretation," Touring Exhibitions: The Touring Exhibitions Group's Manual of Good Practice, ed. 

Mike Sixsmith (Oxford: Butterworth-Heinemann Ltd., 1995), 93.
67 Das, “Using Museum Exhibits,” College Teaching: 77.
68 Griffin, “Research on Students and Museums,” Science Education: S61.
69 ibid, S62.
70 ibid, S63.
71 ibid, S66.
72 Das, “Using Museum Exhibits,” College Teaching: 79.
73 R.G.W. Anderson, “To thrive or survive? The state and status of research in museums,” Museum Management and 

Curatorship 20 (2005): 306.
74 Levi T. Novey and Troy E. Hall, “The Effect of Audio Tours on Learning and Social Interaction: An Evaluation at 

Carlsbad Caverns National Park,” Science Education 91 (2007): 261.
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an effort to make exhibit content more accessible.75 Complex academic ideas are often simplified to 

improve visitors' overall museum experience.76

While complex concepts are simplified in museum exhibits, often to the point of being 

technically incorrect, these displays remain important to the learning process.77 A partially correct 

illustration can help bridge the gap between novice and expert understanding of a concept.78 Learning is

a gradual process, and museums impart personal meanings on concepts and artefacts that can form 

important pieces of a cumulative educational experience.79 The goal of an exhibit, however, must 

remain progress towards a correct understanding of its content and themes, even if accessibility has 

made it only partially correct.80

Learning in museums is hindered by the belief that learning must be formalized, as in school, to 

be effective.81 Informal learning does take place in museums, in a social context, through conversations 

between visitors and among groups.82 The importance of social interaction in learning may depend on 

the kind of exhibit being presented, and the intended audience.83 

It is important to consider how ancient cultures should be approached from a teaching 

perspective. A traditional method would be to break ancient history into distinct periods, minimizing 

the similarities that appear to persist from past to present.84 From an academic perspective, it is 

necessary, unquestionably so, to place a subject from the ancient world - whether it is a material 

artefact, a piece of poetry, or a philosophical teaching - in its proper context before studying it.

75 Pryce R. Davis, Michael S. Horn, and Bruce L. Sherin, “The Right Kind of Wrong: A “Knowledge in Pieces” Approach 
to Science in Museums,” Curator 56, no. 1 (2013): 32.

76 C. L. Cooper, “A case-study in collaboration: displaying Greece and Rome at the Fitzwilliam Museum, Cambridge, 
UK,” Museum Management and Curatorship 28, no. 5 (2013): 468. 

77 Davis, Horn, and Sherin, “The Right Kind of Wrong,” Curator: 32.
78 ibid, 37.
79 ibid, 38. 
80 ibid, 40.
81 Griffin, “Research on Students and Museums,” Science Education: S60.
82 ibid, S61.
83 Novey and Hall, “The Effect of Audio Tours,” Science Education: 274.
84 Inventing Ancient Culture: Historicism, Periodization, and the Ancient World. Edited by Mark Golden and Peter Toohey

(New York: Routledge, 1997), 1. 
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Unless great care is taken to recreate the subject's original context, an individual's own 

assumptions and preconceptions, or those of previously encountered scholars, can influence their 

interpretation of it.85 The ancient world is, in many respects, remote, and creating a workable context 

for a subject can be very difficult, even for specialists.86 This is the province of high-order learning, and

deep academic discussion, perhaps unsuitable for a museum exhibit. 

History presented in museums is often different from history presented in universities, focusing 

more on local traditions than on nuanced aspects of societal development.87 Exhibits are most effective 

when they present a narrative of the artefacts and cultures they contain.88 Additionally, when education 

and entertainment are combined in an effective and socially responsible manner, visitors respond 

positively.89 

Museums and Marketing

Museums should market themselves as both entertaining and educational for maximum effect.90 

An alternative way to increase museum attendance is to widen the target demographic; a more diverse 

audience can be cultivated by planning exhibits that cater to, and include, school students, senior 

citizens, and minority or marginalized communities.91 Many museums and art galleries have realized 

the importance of appealing to a younger demographic, and have begun developing exhibits in 

consultation with students and young adults.92 Museums benefit from repeat visits, and should develop 

their services accordingly.93

85 Christiane Sourvinou-Inwood, 'Reading' Greek Culture: Texts and Images, Rituals and Myths, (Oxford: Clarendon 
Press, 1991), 4.

86 ibid, 4.
87 Dubuc,“Museum and university mutations,” Museum Management and Curatorship: 505.
88 Cooper, “A case-study in collaboration,” Museum Management and Curatorship: 474.
89 Hertzman, Anderson, and Rowley, “Edutainment heritage tourist attractions,"Museum Management and Curatorship: 

164.
90 Falk, Moussouri, and Coulson, “Visitors’ Agendas,” Curator: 118.
91 Tufts and Milne, “Museums – A Supply-side Perspective.” Annals of Tourism Research: 622.
92 Mason and McCarthy,“’The Feeling of exclusion’,” Museum Management and Curatorship: 29. 
93 Simpson, "Customer Satisfaction," Journal of Quality Assurance in Hospitality & Tourism: 24.
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Understanding the potential tourist market is crucial for developing an exhibit for a cultural 

attraction. Of tourists, an estimated 15% are very interested in cultural attractions, and visit mainly to 

take part in culture-related activities; 30% are partly interested, visiting for cultural opportunities as 

well as for other reasons; 20% are somewhat interested, visiting mainly for other reasons, but engaging 

in cultural activities; another 20% are indifferent, and may take advantage of cultural opportunities; and

the remaining 15% are not interested in cultural activities.94 The resident market for those interested in 

cultural attractions is estimated to be dramatically lower. Only 5% of residents are identified as being 

very interested in cultural attractions; 15% are partly interested; 20% are somewhat interested; another 

20% are indifferent; and 40% are not at all interested.95

Nearly a third of Canadians visited museums annually in the 1990s, many visiting to engage 

with collections in a trusted environment.96 Museum visitors are disproportionately female, and have an

above-average income and education.97 Individuals who know what to expect, and whose expectations 

are met, show the most satisfaction with their museum visits.98 From an education standpoint, visitors 

who know what to expect, and tailor their visit accordingly, learn more than visitors who casually 

browse a museum.99 Museums, therefore, need to know what their visitors expect, and market their 

exhibits honestly in order to manage those expectations.100

Museums and Universities

One of the traditional roles of a university museum is the dissemination of academic knowledge

to the public.101 University museums help academics interact with the public, strengthening their 

university's image and brand, while simultaneously giving the public a means of interacting with 

94 Silberberg, “Cultural tourism,” Tourism Management: 363.
95 ibid, 363.
96 Mark S. Graham, “Assessing priorities: Research at museums,” Museum Management and Curatorship 20 (2005): 288.
97 Iorio and Wall, “Local museums as catalysts,” Journal of Heritage Tourism: 2.
98 Simpson, "Customer Satisfaction," Journal of Quality Assurance in Hospitality & Tourism: 6. 
99 Falk, Moussouri, and Coulson, “Visitors’ Agendas,” Curator: 116.
100 Simpson, "Customer Satisfaction," Journal of Quality Assurance in Hospitality & Tourism: 6.
101 Cooper, “A case-study in collaboration,” Museum Management and Curatorship: 474.
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academic research.102 Museums can be places where academics and the public meet in a constructive 

manner.103

University museums are increasingly embracing the general public, moving away from a 

tradition of maintaining collections primarily for university research activities.104 Museums that include

academics in the exhibit design process, as opposed to relying on informal consultations, benefit from 

having access to contemporary knowledge and discussions; academics, meanwhile, benefit by having a 

public face for their department and work.105 Tensions exist, however, between university departments 

and museum staff over how best to present information and design displays.106

Direct collaboration between museums and academics is mutually beneficial; museums receive 

valuable research and design insight, while academics raise public awareness of their research.107 

Academics may not want to be involved with a museum exhibit if they feel the material is not their 

responsibility.108 They may also avoid getting involved with exhibits they feel cannot be adequately 

covered in a museum environment; for example, a highly nuanced and contentious issue.109 

Collaboration between museum staff and academics, however, can ensure that exhibits, while meeting 

museum accessibility standards, also present current views on their subjects.110

Universities want to be more accessible to the public, but are also reluctant to give knowledge 

away for free; this conflict is neatly summarized by Graeme Were who notes "on the one hand, 

universities are officially committed to making themselves accessible to the public whilst at the same 

time redefining knowledge as a kind of product to market to would-be consumers."111 University 

102 Were, “Re-engaging the university museum,” Museum Management and Curatorship: 292.
103 ibid, 302.
104 ibid, 292. 
105 Cooper, “A case-study in collaboration,” Museum Management and Curatorship: 468.
106 Were, “Re-engaging the university museum,” Museum Management and Curatorship: 298. 
107 Cooper, “A case-study in collaboration,” Museum Management and Curatorship: 486.
108 Were, “Re-engaging the university museum,” Museum Management and Curatorship: 299.
109 ibid, 299.
110 Cooper, “A case-study in collaboration,” Museum Management and Curatorship: 475.
111 Were, “Re-engaging the university museum,” Museum Management and Curatorship: 292. 
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museums can help show the impact of research programs on the public, and increase awareness of 

debate around contemporary issues.112 Outside of the university museum system, smaller museums 

frequently seek from local colleges or universities, to the benefit of both.113

Museums and Research

As museums take on new roles in regional economies as centres of heritage or cultural tourism, 

collections research is at risk of sliding down the list of priorities.114 The definition of what constitutes a

museum is constantly evolving, and institutions which prioritize the collection and interpretation of 

artefacts must also find ways to produce accessible research on those same artefacts.115 Research 

activities are, and have historically been, fundamental to museum operations, and more effort must be 

made to increase public awareness.116 Unfortunately, many museums have left research to other 

institutions, like universities.117 

Museums of today strive to make themselves accessible to as wide an audience as they can; 

dense, esoteric research projects feature far less prominently in exhibits than in the past.118 Collections 

research can, however, make for compelling exhibits by drawing new attention to otherwise overlooked

artefacts.119 Moreover, museums are rich sources of primary research material, and have a responsibility

to let both academics and the general public know what they have available.120 

Museums and Contemporary Issues

Globally, museums once helped reinforced colonial ideals; they are now increasingly used by 

former subjects to reestablish and strengthen cultural identity.121 Today, museums are under pressure to 

112 Were, “Re-engaging the university museum,” Museum Management and Curatorship: 298.
113 Lothar P. Witteborg, "The Temporary Exhibit in Science Museums," Temporary and Travelling Exhibitions, UNESCO: 

16.
114 Graham, “Assessing priorities," Museum Management and Curatorship: 290. 
115 Anderson, “To thrive or survive?” Museum Management and Curatorship: 298.
116 Graham, “Assessing priorities," Museum Management and Curatorship: 288. 
117 Dubuc,“Museum and university mutations,” Museum Management and Curatorship: 504.
118 Anderson, “To thrive or survive?” Museum Management and Curatorship: 306. 
119 ibid, 306.
120 ibid, 307.
121 Dubuc,“Museum and university mutations,” Museum Management and Curatorship: 505.
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operate as socially responsible institutions where awareness of contemporary issues can be raised, and 

visitors can be introduced to global discussions.122 By drawing attention to parallels between past 

events and issues of modern society, even more conservative museums can bring visitors into a larger 

discussion, without alienating members of its community.123

Museums can also, potentially, become places of conflict, where heated debates take place over 

provocative exhibits.124 A modern museum should challenge its visitors to reflect on, discuss, and 

debate real-world topics through provocative exhibits.125 Museums can lead focus groups of staff, 

academics, and members of the public to help decide how best to display difficult materials.126 There 

are a number of ways of consulting with a community, including informal conversations, 

questionnaires, and focus groups.127 

Museums in Canada, and elsewhere, are becoming increasingly conscious of their 

representations of indigenous peoples.128 By consulting with First Nations communities on how best to 

approach the presentation of shared history, and display items of significance, museums can create a 

fair and respectful cultural product.129 

Museums and Interactive Elements

Visitor expectations of museum content delivery are changing as technology carves out an ever 

increasing role in society.130 In order to remain effective providers of education, museums must respond

122 Dubuc,“Museum and university mutations,” Museum Management and Curatorship: 503.
123 Neal and Swinney, Exhibits of the Small Museum, 7. 
124 Were, “Re-engaging the university museum,” Museum Management and Curatorship: 302.
125 Morten A. Skydsgaard, Hanne Møller Andersen, and Heather King, “Designing museum exhibits that facilitate visitor 

reflection and discussion,” Museum Management and Curatorship 31, no. 1 (2016): 65.
126 Were, “Re-engaging the university museum,” Museum Management and Curatorship: 299.
127 Gerri Morris, "Market Research," Touring Exhibitions, ed. Mike Sixsmith, 9.
128 Roger Malbert, "Cultural Diversity," Touring Exhibitions, ed. Mike Sixsmith, 4.
129 Annual Report 2015/2016 (Ottawa: Canadian Museum of History, 2016), 26.
130 Novey and Hall, “The Effect of Audio Tours,” Science Education: 261.
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to visitor needs by offering contemporary ways to engage with exhibit materials.131 Interactive elements

can draw visitors into an exhibit, and promote discussion of overarching themes.132

Many museums are turning to technology and interactive activities to improve and reinforce 

their position as centres of informal education.133 Effective museums provide students with 

opportunities to interact with the exhibits and each other.134 Interactive items can include historical 

technology, costumes, and writing materials.135 Such elements must be carefully considered, as they can

distract from the rest of the exhibit materials and themes.136 

Museums and Audio Tours

Including audio tours and ambient sounds has been an effective means of attracting visitor 

attention in museums, especially in regard to exhibit labels.137 Visitors tend to spend more time 

engaging with exhibits that have audio tours, and suffer less museum fatigue.138 It should be noted that 

increased attention, while positive, does not necessarily mean increased learning. 139 Audio tour users 

do, however, tend to learn as much as non users.140

As conversation is seen as a major aspect of informal education, there is a danger that an audio 

tour could disrupt learning among groups of visitors.141 Additionally, visitors may miss elements of a 

display not covered by an audio tour if they believe it to be a comprehensive representation of exhibit 

material.142
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Video elements can be incorporated into exhibits. To be effective, videos should complement 

the overall exhibit material, and cover topics that cannot be shown through still images or artefacts.143 

Exhibit Design

While conservation and research were important functions of early museums, it is only 

relatively recently that creating effective displays for public viewing became a priority.144 Exhibits do 

not need to be consistent to be visually effective; some areas can display many objects to convey 

quantity, while other can display singular objects to promote appreciation of quality.145 In displays with 

high volumes of artefacts, a representative piece can be used to contextualize the collection within the 

exhibit theme.146 Visitors find unexpected elements to be the most enjoyable.147

The layout of an exhibit can have a profound effect on how the visitor interprets and engages 

with the artefacts and narrative.148 An overarching theme also helps visitors place additional meaning 

on displays, contextualizing rather than isolating artefacts.149 For exhibits covering vast time spans, a 

chronological layout can be very effective.150 By having an overarching exhibit theme, and ensuring 

each display can be viewed independently of the others, visitors who do not follow a chronological 

path can be accommodated.151 This point is of special importance to travelling exhibits, where certain 

modules or displays may not necessarily be shown at each museum.152

Museums and Labels

Consulting with scholars, museum professionals, and members of the public on the content of 

exhibit labels and information panels can ensure the information is accessible to as large an audience as

143 Helen Luckett and Jem Jegh, "Audio-Visual Media," Touring Exhibitions, ed. Mike Sixsmith, 97.
144 Simpson, "Customer Satisfaction," Journal of Quality Assurance in Hospitality & Tourism: 4.
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possible.153 Some museums prefer to forego labels in favour of guidebooks.154 Supplementary printed 

materials should be targeted to the same audience as the overall exhibit, and can provide 

recommendations for further reading.155

Text should reinforce the narrative of the artefacts in the exhibit.156 Care should be taken to 

ensure labels can be read in any order without compromising the overarching theme of the exhibit.157 

Labels that present current areas of research and debate help draw visitors into a broader discussion.158 

To ensure labels and panels are accessible to as large an audience as possible, text should avoid jargon 

and technical terms, and read more like spoken language than a formal publication.159 

Visitors prefer short labels, and the amount of information read tends to decrease as the length 

of text increases.160 The focus of the exhibit should be on the objects, not the labels. An exhibit is not a 

book, and effective labels are no longer than fifty words.161 In smaller exhibits, however, where there is 

less printed material overall, longer labels and information panels of up to two-hundred words can be 

effective.162

Text size in museum exhibits is very important to consider. Primary information on labels 

should be at least 24 point text, with supplementary information presented in 18 point text; guide books

or leaflets should be presented with at least 12 point text.163

All exhibit labels and information panels should be convertible to an audio format.164 Audio 

tours can be tailored to fit the many different education levels, languages, and accessibility needs of a 
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museum's visitors.165 Care should be taken to ensure that there is enough space for wheelchair users 

between exhibit cases, and that materials are visible to visitors of all heights.166 

Museums and Visitor Movement Patterns

Visitor movement in museums can be affected by their interests and agenda, but also by 

museum and exhibit design.167 Visitors move to objects and displays they find to be the most 

interesting; less interesting objects tend to be viewed only if they are placed along the way.168 Visitors 

avoid areas that lead away from the main exhibit path.169 

The less effort it takes to arrive at and engage with an object of interest, the more enjoyable 

visitors find their experience.170 If visitors are not enjoying an exhibit, they will choose shorter paths 

through displays, and read less.171 Visitors do not like backtracking, and two-sided exhibits should be 

avoided.172 

Visitors prefer to move through exhibits using familiar and economical walking patterns; 

walking on the right-hand side, for example.173 If possible, visitors will choose straight paths to their 

preferred display, though they will change course to accommodate other interesting items.174

Museums and Reproductions

A museum's unique strength is its ability to display authentic artefacts.175  Museums, however, 

are evolving from institutions for the collection and interpretation of artefacts, to places where 

photography and reproductions can be used to communicate cultural heritage.176 There are also many 
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situations where original artefacts cannot be brought to certain museums, whether due to cost, logistics,

or importance to their original collection.177 

Visitors, however, appreciate genuine artefacts and exposure to the academic discussions they 

bring.178 For example, visitors are much better able to arrive at a fair interpretation of an authentic work

of art, by analyzing its formal elements, than they would be with a reproduction.179 A potential solution 

is to frame an exhibit around a few selected genuine artefacts, filling the remainder with clearly 

differentiated reproductions, models, and maps.180

Temporary and Travelling Exhibits

In general, the more clearly a travelling exhibit is connected to a community, the better the 

community's response.181 Museums should consider displaying items from their collections that 

reinforce the travelling exhibit's relevance and theme.182 In consultation with the exhibit's creator, 

museums may even wish to display their own artefacts instead of the lender's pieces.183 Creating a 

banner for display outside of host museums and institutions is an effective way of promoting a 

travelling exhibit.184 

Museums that create travelling exhibits on their own must understand their audience, and any 

potential customer's audience; likewise, museums that borrow other institutions' exhibits need to ensure

the content matches the needs of their community.185 Collaborations between museums, however, can 

help make expensive, travelling exhibits feasible, while ensuring an end product that represents each 

institution's needs.186 
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Museums that share regional similarities can work together to create travelling exhibits that 

reflect their own objectives, while borrowing objects from larger institutions.187 As such networks of 

museums often possess similar collections, any collaborative exhibit should enhance the product 

visitors are used to seeing.188 Transport costs and storage issues can be mitigated by collaborative 

exhibits that leave space for participating museums to display artefacts from their own collections.189 

While they may result in a more satisfying exhibit, collaborations can be time consuming and 

complicated.190

The World in a Canadian Context

In Ottawa, The Canadian Museum of History's "principal role is to enhance Canadians' 

knowledge, understanding and appreciation of the events, experiences, people and objects that have 

shaped Canada's history and identity, as well as to foster appreciation of world history and culture."191 

Museums like the Canadian Museum of History and the Royal Ontario Museum expose Canadians to 

global concepts, history, and culture. There is no reason why other institutions cannot do the same.

Exhibits do not always have to be directly relevant to their communities in order to be effective 

or successful. Canadian museums often bring exhibits about the ancient world to their communities. 

From June 2013 to January 2014, the Royal Ontario Museum was host to "Mesopotamia: Inventing 

Our World," an internationally touring exhibit that brought ancient Sumer, Assyria, and Babylon to 

Canada.192 The ROM has also recently revamped its permanent gallery for artefacts from the ancient 

world.193 
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At the Canadian Museum of History, from June to October 2015, an estimated 150,000 visitors 

enjoyed "The Greeks: Agamemnon to Alexander the Great," an exhaustive look at ancient Greece.194 

Complementing that, the Museum of History also brought "Gladiators and the Colosseum: Death and 

Glory," to its exhibit space from June to September 2015.195 From December 2008 to August 2009, 

what was then known as the Canadian Museum of Civilization hosted "Tombs of Eternity: The 

Afterlife in Ancient Egypt," and from May to September 2008, it hosted "The Greeks," affording 

visitors ample opportunity to enjoy ancient culture.196

This practice is not restricted to large institutions, as could be seen when the Timmins Museum 

brought in a temporary exhibit about ancient Egypt.197 By adapting its content to fit elementary school 

curricula (in consultation with local teachers), the Bruce County Museum developed an exhibit on the 

topic medieval life, which enjoyed an extended run.198

A Roman Frontier Exhibit for Northwestern Ontario

Northwestern Ontario's cultural heritage is represented through local history museums in 

Kenora, Dryden, Sioux Lookout, Red Lake, Fort Frances, and Thunder Bay. These institutions possess 

similar collections relating to their communities' early settlement, industrial, commercial, and First 

Nations history.199 A collaborative, travelling exhibit about life on the Roman frontier would fit well for

several reasons, which will be briefly summarized below.

From a tourism perspective: an exhibit that pointed out parallels between the Roman frontier 

and the early history of Northwestern Ontario would challenge visitors' assumptions about local 
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culture. Its novelty would have the potential to bring in new visitors, and its subject matter would 

promote discussion about the nature of these communities' development.

From an educational perspective: an exhibit about life on the Roman frontier would help 

secondary schools in the region construct a more holistic learning experience. By incorporating 

interactive elements, and taking inspiration from the Ontario Curriculum for both elementary and 

secondary schools, this exhibit would be highly focused on providing students with new, global 

perspectives.200,201

From a research perspective: an exhibit about the Roman frontier would give these museums an 

opportunity to display and present collection items in interesting, new ways. By focusing on the theme 

of frontier, local items could be juxtaposed with Roman artefacts, or reproductions, to reflect timeless, 

global trends. 

Small museums can work together to make large projects financially and logistically feasible. 

They can consult with university faculty members, high school teachers, students, and First Nations 

groups to ensure their work is effective, educational, fun, and respectful. They can emulate similar 

projects undertaken by other networks of small museums, and draw inspiration from the ambitious 

projects of national museums. 

Museums are educators, entertainers, and economic engines. They present small communities to

the wider world, and the wider world to small communities. They can reinforce a visitor's conceptual 

understanding, or give them an entirely new perspective. Museums challenge us, work with us, define 

us, and sometimes even surprise us. 
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